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Several years ago, my institution (the University of
Maryland College Park) installed wireless Internet
access in all of the classrooms. At first, I didn’t notice much difference in the level of student enganament. Possibly one or two students would bring
a laptop and in a class of 35 students, I reasoned,
there would always be a few who weren’t paying
attention anyway. Further, they could be using their
computers to take notes, a practice for which I had
great sympathy as my own fingers can no longer
continually form letters for long periods of time. I
am not held back from handwriting by disability;
I’m just out of practice.
Then two or three laptops became three or four;
three or four become ten or twelve. If I paced the
aisles, sometimes I saw note-taking, but sometimes
I saw Facebook, email, or, more than once, funny
kitten videos. Attention clearly started to wander;
probing questions that had for years provoked engaged responses stopped provoking altogether.
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the literature hold their attention? After all, in my
Restoration drama class I was teaching some of the
funniest plays in the English language.
For years students had appreciated the antics of Sir
Fopling Flutter, come “piping hot” from France and
frisking through the pages of George Etherege’s Man
of Mode, stopping to explain the splendors of his
new lace cuffs to anyone who would listen, claiming expertise in the latest dance styles but declining,
even when pressed, to execute a caper. Isn’t that
funnier than a kitten falling into a bowl of cereal?
Something, in other words, was not entirely working for my networked students even when temporarily closed out of cyberspace.

Approach

How much can
you come to
understand the
enormously subtle
and complex verbal
wit of Restoration
drama when kittens
crashing into glass
doors provide such
immediate payoff?

The reading quizzes did not show a dramatic decline: they were still for the most part reading the
plays. The final exams, however, showed a marked
decline in the capacity to synthesize various elements of course or to conceptualize the overarching
narrative that I felt I had painstakingly produced. I
will admit here that my observations do not constitute scientific inquiry. Further, every year I change
the final exam questions, so it’s always possible that
I was just making them harder. Nor am I making
any larger claims about the deleterious effects of
laptops in the classroom, although someone must
be studying this. Nevertheless, this felt like a problem that I had to solve. How much can you come to
understand the enormously subtle and complex verbal wit of Restoration drama when kittens crashing
into glass doors provide such immediate payoff?

Background
So I decided to ban laptops from my classroom. I
put this ban on the syllabus between the dire warning about plagiarism and the directions to wait until
after class to eat your lunch. This seemed like it
would solve by problem, but it didn’t. First, students
continued to bring their laptops to class, and I had
to continually remind them to put their machines
away. Second, they found smaller electronic devices
to glance at during discussion, although they had to
do this furtively. Even had I been willing to continually police their electronic self-distraction, there
were other more abstract issues that continued to
nag at me. At the top of the list was: shouldn’t I
be able to hold their attention anyway? Shouldn’t

Taking the general advice to “go where the students
are,” I decided to remake my classes in a way that
might (re)capture their attention. I took a brief
summer seminar on “Teaching with Technology,”
lead by Spencer Benson at the Center for Teaching
Excellence at the University of Maryland. Reinforced by my then-4th-grade daughter, I learned
how to make PowerPoint presentations in which,
with the help of “Google images” and some great
websites devoted to historical clothing, I could show
students examples of the kinds of accessories that
Sir Fopling Flutter loves to show off to his friends.
Then I learned how to incorporate video clips and
manipulate digital versions of performances, although I still haven’t found as many good examples
of performances of Restoration plays as I would
like. I went to local performances, took pictures
when permitted, and incorporated those into my
classroom as well. I experimented with assigning
performances to my students, although that can get
very complicated. I played recordings of “Mack the
Knife” and showed trailers from Broadway productions of Threepenny Opera available on YouTube
when teaching The Beggar’s Opera. I was also able to
find various interviews with directors and actors on
YouTube on the particular challenges and pleasures
of producing Restoration and eighteenth-century
British drama.
All of this helped quite a bit. New built-in technology and, yes, the wireless Internet piped into the
class has made all of this much easier. I had used audio/visual supplements before, but the necessity of
dragging around the giant A/V cart had limited my
motivation. I started to feel that while the use of enhanced classroom displays had improved attention
in my classes, it still wasn’t using the available technology to its full potential, nor was it fully reaching
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my rewired students. They were still listening to
class discussion and turning in a completed paper
that bore little resemblance to most of the fluid text
that comes into their world. I was painstakingly
grading them and could only hope that they would
learn something from my comments.
Then one day I was staring around the coffee machine with a colleague, complaining about grading.
The colleague said something like, “It’s really not that
hard to give the grade itself. What I hate is the way
you have to justify the grade in all the comments.”
Of course we all sometimes find grading tedious,
especially when there is lot of it to finish in a short
amount of time and we also have an article to finish
and a book manuscript to evaluate and a committee
to attend that day. But what had not occurred to me
before was the dual function of grading implicit in
his comment: one the on hand, you are evaluating;
on the other hand, you are justifying this evaluation.
I had also been heavily involved in my college’s learning outcomes assessment process (the committee to
attend that day), and in that moment wondered how
justifying a grade helps students learning anything.
In theory, they should learn a lesson from one graded
paper to use of the next one, but over the years I
have found those improvements difficult to detect.
Further, if they really understood what the paper
was supposed to look like, why should there be any
justification of the grade?
So I decided to separate the evaluating and the
learning function of grading, with the help of technology. I started having students email me a first
draft of each paper, which I return to them electronically with copious interventions and comments using the markup function in Microsoft Word. Writing these comments has proven considerably less
tedious then justifying the grade of a single draft
that will be not changed. In my comments, I try to
push them to think further about particular issues,
challenge certain assumptions, point out unjustified
sweeping generalization, and show them, very specifically, where they need more support. I find this
activity—dare I say?—interesting. By the time they
turn in the final draft, they have a reasonably good
sense of what they need to do to improve the paper.
There is no reason, then, for me to justify the grade,
and I don’t do it. Since I have been evaluating papers
this way, I have not had a single student challenge
a grade (although it has not eliminated the need to
finish way too many of them while simultaneously
writing an article, reviewing a book manuscript, and
attending a committee meeting).

After what seemed to be some improvements in the
way I taught students to write papers, I started to
look at the quizzes. I always liked quizzes because
they made sure that the students had done the reading. While this in itself made a big difference, it didn’t
necessarily guarantee an engagement with the text.
In the “Teaching with Technology” seminar we had
discussed blogging as way to promote engagement,
but I was reluctant to require my students to write
posts that would be exposed not just to the class but
to public view. The Blackboard site, however, had
recently added a blogging function, so I decided to
give it a try (Blackboard is our course management
system). I know others have had success with discussion boards, but I wanted more sustained responses
from my students than I think discussion boards promote. Yet this raised other problems: to make their
blogging valuable, I would really need to grade it—or
at least respond to it. Was I really willing to read 35
blog posts before each class? I solved this by putting
them in groups, and rotating when the groups would
blog. Since I was teaching a course in Restoration and
eighteenth-century drama, I named the groups after
historical coffee houses, in which many discussions
of theater and other issues of the day took place. This
involved a little additional organization at the beginning of the semester, but once I establish the different
coffee houses I can use them for not just blog rotation, but for quickly putting them into small groups
for discussion or for working out a particular scene in
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the play. Not every student has blogged before each
class; nevertheless, by the time we get to class the
conversation has already started. Through their blog
responses, they often bring up many of the issues that
I was hoping to cover. Part of their blogging rubric
includes responding to other posts in their own,
which moves their thinking forward and helps build
community. Class discussion, then, begins at a more
advanced level that it would without the blogging.

Any of the research
and writing they do
for the blog posts
and wiki posts can
be recycled in their
papers, so by the
time they get there
they have laid some
of the groundwork.

Next I turned to the final exam. Would there be a
way to use some of the new resources to improve
my final exam and made it a more interactive
learning experience? Near the end of the semester
students always want some kind of review sheet,
so over the years I had developed a list of terms
(“Whig”; “Tory”; “Fop”) that would help them study
for the final. Then one year I thought, why I am
withholding this important information until one
week before the final exam? Suppose I told them
on the first day what they needed to know for the
exam. So one year I gave them the sheet on the
first day, and they used it to take notes throughout
the semester. At the end, though, I realized that
there were many terms that I had not fully covered;
further, giving out the sheet like that made the class
into a bit of a scavenger hunt and distracted from
the kind of close reading of the play texts that I
wanted them to engage in. So I turned this aspect of
the course over them.
In addition to posting brief discussions of the assigned reading on the Blackboard blog function, I
now had them research two terms on the list and
post their definition, with links, in the Blackboard
wiki tool. They are permitted to use Wikipedia here,

but must have a least two other sources. I grade these
posts, but obviously they can’t see each other’s grades.
Part of the learning outcome of this assignment, then,
is their own process of sorting through information
on the web and figuring out, by tracing origins, the
reliability of various posts. Later, I added two more
wiki post assignments summarizing critical articles
on individual plays. Any of the research and writing they do for the blog posts and wiki posts can be
recycled in their papers, so by the time they get there
they have laid some of the groundwork. Like the blog
posts, the wiki entries are not all entered at once but
rotated according to the coffee houses.
Most recently, I wanted to take advance of some
of the wonderful primary-text databases that my
university has purchased: The Eighteenth-Century
Collections Online; British Periodicals; and The
Burney Collection of seventeenth and eighteenthcentury newspapers. These have all become invaluable research tools for me. I had previously experimented with asking student to incorporate primary
research from these databases into their final papers,
but with uneven results. Incorporating primary
sources into any argument about a literary work is
a very advanced skill, and I’m not sure that I would
be able regularly to get a classfull of undergraduates
there by the end of the semester. Many need to focus
more precisely on their own readings of the plays.
So instead, I developed a separate research project in
which they need to find a review or some kind of discussion about the text we are reading and give a brief
report on this to the class. This way, they get briefly to
be experts on the play, explaining to their classmates
how audiences were entertained or scandalized.
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Results

Recommendations

In making all of these changes, I set myself up for a
flood of information in various formats and locations
that was getting increasingly difficult to track. The
wiki tool in Blackboard does not organize the entries
in an optimal way, so it became a challenge just to
find their posts. Further, I was accustomed to having
papers handed to me and had trouble getting used to
the prospect of looking for their work. I started having them email me everything, but my inbox started
to fill up and I got tired of all the opening and saving
and organizing and filing of documents. So this
semester, I am experimenting with requiring them to
set up a Dropbox account and sharing a file with me.
Dropbox is an online file storage service where, for
the limited use I am requiring, the accounts are free.

Reaching students outside of class through technology has boosted engagement, but I have returned
to banning laptops in class. I hope someday there
will be a way to turn off the wi-fi in the classroom so
students can use their laptops for taking notes. Right
now, though, the wireless network is too distracting.
Trying to figure out who is using their laptops for
what directs too much energy into policing, leaving
less for engaging with the material.

Students must place all of their work in their dropbox folder and alert me by email when it has been
deposited. That way I know I have something to
grade, but I don’t have to fill but my email account or
manipulate their files. I simply go to our shared filed
on Dropbox. Organizing their work this way has a
couple of other benefits. First, the computer cannot
eat their papers! If a computer crashes, the work will
still be there in Dropbox. Second, they each have an
electronic portfolio of work for the course, which
they can use if they even want to find a paper later or
apply for graduate school or just look back on how
they might have improved. Third, it’s easy for me to
call up work I need to grade on my e-reader while
waiting in the doctor’s office or wherever.
Dropbox, or a program like it, could eventually also
become a great resource for a department’s outcomes assessment, as all an instructor would have
to do is drag and drop some files to contribute to
departmental data collection (which would also be
“greener” than collecting and photocopying).
So do my students still watch funny kitten videos
while I am trying to initiate them into the profoundly superficial mysteries of Sir Fopling Flutter?
Well, I’m sure they do. But while they might be
glancing at Facebook updates during class, at the
same time work for my course has infiltrated their
“screen time” at home. Maybe after watching the
latest Lady Gaga video they will hop over to Blackboard and see what their classmates have written
about the greatest fop ever. Maybe before they come
to class they will have Googled some images of the
four-inch high heels or the two-foot high hair Sir
Fopling might their worn, or read a review discussing his pallid make-up or the actor’s unfortunate adlibbing or some outrageous gender-bending antics.
After all, Sir Fopling Flutter, like the class in which I
teach him, is still a work in progress.

A great way to make sure that students understand
all the technology they need to use for the class is to
give a graded “tech exercise” after the second week,
in which student demonstrate that they can use the
appropriate databases, have found the class blog,
have set up their Dropbox account, etc. This will
help prevent confusion and distress later.
Sometimes less is more. I started out asking them
for multiple informational wiki posts, but now usually have each student complete just one, keyed to
one day’s discussion. I have added an oral report
to go with it, which encourages ownership of the
material.
Finally, assume that the technological aspects of
your course, like its content, will constantly be
changing.
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The Learning Technology Consortium
The LTC began in 1998 as a partnership of
institutions with similar instructional goals,
strong technology and faculty support programs,
and an interest in collaboration around teaching
and learning with technology. The members are:
• University of Delaware
• University of Florida
• University of Georgia
• University of Maryland
• University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
• University of Notre Dame
• University of Pittsburgh
• Virginia Tech
• Wake Forest University
Representatives meet semiannually at one of the
institutions, where members tour specialized
facilities and discuss the selection and use
of learning technologies, benchmarking, and
collaboration.
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